BINDER QUOTATION REQUEST

DATE: _______________ QUOTE #: _______________

CUSTOMER: ___________________________________ CONTACT: ___________________________________

ACCOUNT #: __________ TELEPHONE #: ___________________ FAX #: ___________________

TYPE/QUANTITY: POCKET BINDER ______ RING BINDER ______ OTHER ________________

RING TYPE: NUMBER OF RINGS ______ STANDARD ______ HEAVY DUTY ______

RING MOUNTING: ON SPINE _______ ON BACK COVER ______

RING SIZE (INTERNAL. CAPACITY) ______ D-RING ______ ROUND RING ______

RING MOUNTING: ON SPINE _______ ON BACK COVER ______

RIVETS: COLOR SILVER _______ BLACK _______

COVER SIZE: STANDARD SIZE (10 _W x 11 _H) ______ OTHER ________________

SPINE WIDTH (DON’T USE FOR RING BINDERS): ________________

BOARD TYPE: UNPADDED _______ PADDED _______

BOARD THICKNESS: .080: _______ .088: _______ .098: _______ OTHER: ________________

COVER MATERIAL: ________________

SUPPLIED BY: ACME: _______ CUSTOMER: _______

LINER MATERIAL: ________________

SUPPLIED BY: ACME: _______ CUSTOMER: _______

SILK SCREENING: FRONT _______ SPINE _______ BACK _______ COLORS _______

COVER STAMPING: FRONT: _______ SPINE: _______ BACK: _______ SQ. IN. COVERAGE: _______

DIES: ACME SUPPLIED: _______ CUSTOMER SUPPLIED: _______ PROOF REQUIRED ($25) _______

FOIL: NUMBER OF COLORS: _______ COLORS: ________________

PACKING: BULK: _______ INDIVIDUAL 1-PIECE: _______ INDIVIDUAL AIR-CELL: _______

CARTONS: _______ TEST, Single Wall ______, Double Wall ______, MAX. WEIGHT _______ LBS.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: ____________________________

TERMS: ____________________________

PRICE: ____________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________